
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:REDCAT at Contemporary Art DailyIan Kiaer at Heidelberger KunstvereinJennifer J. Lee at ChÃ¢teau ShattoJulia Rommel at Overduin &amp; Co.Henni Alftan at KARMAKen Kagami
at Misako &amp; RosenPatty Chang at Cushion Works and Friends IndeedNora Turato at Mglc The International Centre of Graphic ArtsHadi Fallahpisheh at Andrew KrepsHadi Fallahpisheh at EfremidisEmily Wardill at
SecessionEdi Hila at SecessionKishio Suga at Tomio KoyamaHave an exellent week.The post Week in Review: November 8, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Kishio SugaVenue:Â Tomio Koyama,
TokyoExhibition Title:Â Released Scenic SpaceDate: August 19 â€“ September 26, 2020Selected By: Misako RosenÂ Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Tomio Koyama, TokyoLink: Kishio Suga at Tomio KoyamaThe post Kishio Suga at Tomio Koyama first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Edi HilaVenue:Â Secession, ViennaExhibition Title:Â The
Sound of the TubaDate: September 18 â€“ November 8, 2020Curated By: Bettina SpÃ¶rrClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of
Secession, Vienna. Photos byÂ Oliver OttenschlÃ¤ger.Press Release:The pursuit of artistic truth is fundamental to my painting practice. The truth, understood as presenting a reality of my surroundings as they exist, is far
more important for me than any notion of beauty.* (Edi Hila)Edi Hilaâ€™s career as an artist is inextricably bound up with the specific political history of Albania. In the early 1970s, the young artist was barred from
exercising his profession, and almost twenty years went by before he was officially permitted to take up art again and exhibit his work. The authorities took exception to Planting of Trees (1972), a picture of a group of
young people working in a reforestation program. What should have been a perfectly inoffensive depiction was judged to be excessively individualistic and inconsistent with the ideals of socialist realism, and Hila was
stripped of his permission to make art.His â€œsecond careerâ€• began after the collapse of the Peopleâ€™s Socialist Republic of Albania (1944â€“1990). The works Hila created after the regime change attest to the
need to reinvent himself as an artist in utterly changed circumstances, but they also document the upheavals that transformed an entire country and its people. Hila is an astute observer: his pictures are about change,
about hope and frustration, about the inventiveness and creativity of ordinary people, about the fight to survive and the struggle for democracy, about social values and aspirations. Architecture and the urban environment
provide him with the settings of his scenes. Many works visualize social shifts indirectly, by capturing their reflections in everyday life, in buildings, in the fabric of the city. Working in series allows him to repeat and vary a
theme in order to chart it in all its facets while experimenting with different formal and compositional solutions. Earthy tones in harmonious combinations increasingly predominate in his palette; subtle nuances blend into
each other and disintegrate the forms, sometimes to the edge of abstraction, lending the pictures a dreamlike and mysterious ambiguity.In the exhibition The Sound of the Tuba, Hila presents around twenty paintings from
different series he has worked on in recent years as well as a small selection from his output of the late 1990s. The presentation traces a historical arc, connecting todayâ€™s global migrant and refugee flows to the major
wave of emigration after the fall of the Albanian regime and politically motivated deportations in the early years of Albanian communism. Juxtaposing historic and contemporary realities, Hilaâ€™s pictures render the
singular features of each as well as surprisingly rich parallels between them, inviting the viewer to reflect on the present situation.The three-part NjerÃ«zit e tÃ« ardhmes (People of the Future, 1997) shows different views
of an enormous ship. The earliest work in the exhibition, it alludes to the exodus from Albania in the first years after the end of communism. With the hopes and expectations that they had pinned on the collapse of the
regime dashed, many Albanians decided to leave their countryâ€”often for Italy, across the Adriatic Sea. Created in the wake of the 2015 refugee crisis, the series A Tent on the Roof of a Car (2016) harnesses the
metaphor of the tent to reflect on mobility, wrenching social changes, and political crises. The tent as the quintessential basic and mobile dwelling has provided humans with shelter for millennia. Yet its function is
ambivalent: the protection it offers has limits, and it is hardly suitable as a permanent home. It is adapted to special purposes that are moreover widely diverse: some tents are designed for recreational use and sold as
vacation gear, while others serve as accommodations for refugees and others displaced by emergencies such as natural disasters and wars.House in KorÃ§a, 1945 (2020), finally, is both the artistâ€™s most recent cycle
and the one that reaches deepest into history. In pictures filled with an air of quiet melancholy, Hila commemorates the violent expulsion of people from their homes, the systematic terror exerted by a brutal regime, and
the harsh punishments visited on political opponents and critics. The absence of humans is palpable in the deserted interiors and barren furnitureâ€”in the loneliness of the very rooms.Such desolation has been a
conspicuous feature of Hilaâ€™s art for some time. His early work was populated by human figures and enlivened by narrative scenes, but over the years he has gravitated toward a visual language that registers complex
social developments in urban sceneries and buildings. The artist himself has described the role that the latter play in his work as follows: â€œIn my understanding architecture is an expression of society, its mentality,
ways of living, and finally the tastes of certain groups in it. Observing the architecture of particular country, one can say a lot about its society.â€•*Hilaâ€™s creative process is noteworthy in this respect: the raw material
for his works consists not of sketches or drawings but of photographs, which he edits in Photoshop, obtaining a manipulated or altered likeness of reality. This approach suggests that his paintings are not intended as
documentation; rather, his subjects are the fruits of extensive reflection.In a brief preface to Maquettes, the artistâ€™s book published in conjunction with his exhibition, which presents a selection of such source images,
Hila writes about the function of photography in his art:â€œ[&#8230;] with the naked eye we see what we want to see and nothing more. This conclusion has affected my artistic practice greatly. By using photography as
the basis for creating a piece, the process became more eloquent, one where spontaneity began to take a more prominent role, reading the photograph took on greater significance in an effort to discover, consider and
interpret all the things that at first glance seem insignificant, in order to reach new creative ground, and one more abstract. Processing the material this way inspired new viewpoints of formal interpretation as well as
aesthetic considerations about the work itself.â€•Architecture is a central vehicle of meaning in many of his works, and so he devoted considerable attention to the design of his exhibition. In collaboration with Laura
Fogarasi-Ludloff and Jens Ludloff (Ludloff Ludloff Architects, Berlin) he has developed an organization of the gallery space based on three large freestanding wall elements that is both subtle and monumental.* Edi Hila in:
https://blokmagazine.com/psychology-of-balkans-edi-hila-in-conversation/Edi Hila, born in Shkodra (Albania) in 1944 and lives and works in Tirana.An artistâ€™s book by Edi Hila will be published in conjunction with the
exhibition.Link: Edi Hila at SecessionThe post Edi Hila at Secession first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Emily WardillVenue:Â Secession, ViennaExhibition Title:Â Night for DayDate: September 18 â€“
November 8, 2020Curated By:Â Annette SÃ¼dbeckClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Secession, Vienna. Photos by Iris
Ranzinger.Press Release:Emily Wardillâ€™s films, photographs, and objects probe the complexity of perception and communication, the question of how reality appears authentic to us, and the displacements of
substance and form effected by the individual nature of the imagination. Her work has won acclaim for the sensual and psychologically fraught yet fractured narratives which she constructs. The films that she started
making in the mid-2000s are typically defined by a narrative framework, but the plots as such tend to be secondary. The focus is on other aspects: the mechanics of storytelling, the relationship of imaginary space to
language and the interplay between gesture and word.In her exhibition at the Secession, Emily Wardill debuts her most recent film project, Night for Day (2020), an installation of film and sculptures that weave into one
another, and the film I gave my love a cherry that had no stone (2016).For Night for Day (2020), Wardill constructs a feigned mother-son relationship. Her source material is a series of extensive interviews with Isabel do
Carmo, a revolutionary resistance fighter against the fascist regime in Portugal that fell in 1974, and two young men, Alexander Bridi and Djelal Osman, astrophysicists who run a startup in Lisbon that develops software
enabling computers to recognize moving images. These different strands allow Wardill to, as she puts it, â€œthink about what would happen if a communist revolutionary gave birth to a techno utopian, if gender as
performativity was thought through the lens of women making the political decision to live clandestinely in Portugal for a large part of the twentieth century and if the â€˜Last Womanâ€™ were the fembot from The Tales of
Hoffman.â€•How can utopian visions be articulated between the poles of modernity, nostalgia, and technology? How do ideologies consciously or unconsciously find expression in peopleâ€™s lives? How does the
interaction between position, person, and body inform womenâ€™s performance, and what sets the latter apart? These questions run through the film as a guiding thread; the narrative structure, by contrast, remains
fragmentary. Wardill collages her filmic material in a form that undercuts illusion, deliberately generating discrepancies between image and sound and operating with blanks. Among the fragments she integrates into this
narrative are diaristic moments, filmed sequences with props from her studio, 3D footage of ruins, found footage from films in which humans pretend to be machines or dress up as machines and pretend to be animals,
and quotes that range from Hannah Arendt, who talked already in the 1950s about the undemocratic principles of tech, to more contemporary writers on the architectural underpinnings of narrative in Hollywood.As a kind
of imaginary home for her mother-and-son couple, Wardill chose the architect AntÃ³nio Teixeira Guerraâ€™s family residence, which was completed just before 1974. She shot the material at the time he always chose to
invite guestsâ€”the magic hour. The subtle play of the setting sunâ€™s rays, the breaking- down of delineations between objects and their shadows, and the way the architecture seems to blend in with its environment are
difficult to capture with the camera, and so it often appears that the camera is searching for light and clarity. In the interplay with the narrative, the film thus repeatedly also draws attention to the recording technologies
themselves and their own struggle to accurately render reality. For her installation at the Secession, Wardill weaves a sprawling web out of the video and the props she used in it: two suspended chairs, a witches ball that
swings back and forth like a pendulum, cloths faded by sunlight, and a slide projector casting images of the moon into the room through the glass door. Roughly and perfunctorily painted walls underscore the impression
of a sketch that is pretending to be a finished piece just as night was pretending to be day.In the second film in the exhibition, I gave my love a cherry that had no stone (2016), a male dancer is seen wobbling and lurching
through the twilit foyer of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon. His movements were shot by a camera person pretending to be a drone and a drone pretending to be immaterial. The camera glides through the
modernist interior and takes on the nature of a figure in its own right. An empty white shirt appears as a third character, floating across the room and becoming embodied with air. The 
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